
Introduction
I have for several years worked with the project line Temporary architecture - “sight spesific” or town-art in Norway. I have 
done projects in Bergen, Førde, Haugesund, Kristiansand, Sandnes, Sarpsborg og Trondheim. 

I have been invited by the art museum “Kube” in Ålesund to do “Temporary architecture 8”. The project includes a temporary 
construction in bamboo or other sutable material. The construction has as purpose to recreate and old road essential for the 
town.

Temporary architecture 8
The art museum Kube and Ålesund city senter 2010

Artist: André Steenbuch Marandon



History
After a huge city fire in 1904 and a period of planning, the 
town was rebuilt in stone, brick and mortar in “Jugendstil” 
(Art Nouveau), the international architectural style of the 
time.

The structures were designed by approximately 20 
master builders and 30 Norwegian architects, most of 
them educated in Trondheim and Charlottenburg, Berlin, 
drawing inspiration from all over Europe.

The city plan shows an fluently dialog between the urban 
structure and the aboriginal landcape. The topography 
have a lot of knoll and heaps wich generated an 
interesting pattern of paths and roads. 

 
The project
Newer technology and economy have surfaced new capabilities that 
threatens the fine balance between building structures and landscape. 

As an example of this new capabilities was the removal of huge landscape 
structure (1971 - 1973) - a part that made a very strong topografic contact 
between the mountain and the narrow ocean channel between the citys 
two main islands. 

Map that illustrates the aboriginal 
landscape and todays city. 

The northern and southern 
Rønneberg heaps. 

The former Rasmus 
Rønneberg road. 



The project aimes to recreate and reconstruct part of this contact by building an temporary structure that illustrates the Rasmus Rønneberg road - the 
main road over this previous landscape structure.  

In the same way that the Jugend city was strongly influenced by international ideas I want to use buildingtechnics from the other side of the world - 
not formed in stone but in lighter and more flexible materials - a temporary democratic statement.

M: 1 : 200  Illustrating map of the bamboo scaffolding. 

bamboo scaffolding



S: 1 : 200      section of Rasmus Rønneberg road

The scaffolding are planned for a hight 
of 20 m over sealevel, with a “crown” of 
5 m plumb bamboo stem. Singel wall bamboo mesh.

S: 1 : 200      Cross section of Rasmus 
Rønneberg heaps combined with present 
buildings.

Aboriginal landscape.
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